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ABSTRACT
We consider multi-player games, and the guarantees that a
master player that plays on behalf of a set of players can offer
them, without making any assumptions on the rationality of
the other players. Our model consists of an (n + 1)-player
game, with m strategies per player, in which a master player
M forms a coalition with nontransferable utilities among n
players, and the remaining player is called the independent
player. Existentially, it is shown that every game admits
a product-minimax-safe strategy for M — a strategy that
guarantees for every player in M ’s coalition an expected
value of at least her product minimax value (which is at
least as high as her minimax value and is often higher). Al-
gorithmically, for any given vector of values for the players,
one can decide in polytime whether it can be ensured by
M , and if so, compute a mixed strategy that guarantees
it. In symmetric games, a product minimax strategy for M
can be computed efficiently, even without being given the
safety vector. We also consider the performance guarantees
that M can offer his players in repeated settings. Our main
result here is the extension of the oblivious setting of Feld-
man, Kalai and Tennenholtz [ICS 2010], showing that in
every symmetric game, a master player who never observes
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a single payoff can guarantee for each of its players a similar
performance to that of the independent player, even if the
latter gets to choose the payoff matrix after the fact.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Artificial Intelligence]: Distributed Artificial In-
telligence—Multiagent Systems; J.4 [Computer Applica-
tions]: Social and Behavioral Sciences—Economics

General Terms
Algorithms, Economics, Theory

Keywords
Game Theory, minmax, repeated games

1. INTRODUCTION
In many situations, a master is playing on behalf of mul-

tiple players, and wishes to offer them some guarantees. For
example, a representative plaintiff in a class action repre-
sents a group of complainants, and wishes to guarantee the
individual complainants a certain level of compensation. In
many of these settings, the payoffs of the players under the
master’s control are nontransferable, due to the nature of
the good or some legal or ethical concerns. Presumable, ev-
ery individual player has some safety-level payoff, which is
the payoff she can guarantee for herself, when playing inde-
pendently. An individual player will typically not delegate
her action to a third party unless he can guarantee for her a
value of at least the safety level she can guarantee for her-
self. The focus of this paper is the performance guarantees
that a master can provide to the members of the coalition he
forms. This involves two aspects. One is existential, study-
ing which guarantees are possible. The other is algorithmic,
presenting efficient algorithms that find strategies for M .

As is well known [1], if the master can play on behalf of all
the players in the game, he can offer them a correlated equi-
librium. However, in this manuscript the master plays only
on behalf of some of the players, and not all. Hence he forms
a coalition among the players that he controls. The strength
of coalitions has been studied in the past [2, 8], but mostly



in the context of incentives they may have to deviate from
a Nash equilibrium. In this manuscript we assume nothing
about what other players play, and ask for guarantees to
the coalition players regardless of what non-coalition play-
ers do. As we assume nothing about the strategies played
by non-coalition players, we group them into one player.
To study this problem, we use the following model. Let

G be an arbitrary (n + 1)-player game with m strategies
per player. Consider a situation in which a master player
M controls players P1, . . . Pn, and the remaining player P0

is called the independent player I. This induces a new two
player game between the master player and the independent
player. This new game is referred to as the Master Game
of G, and is denoted G2. The payoffs for the independent
player in G2 are the same as in G. For the master player,
there is a vector of payoffs, one for each player Pi. The goal
of M is to provide performance guarantees to the players
under his control. Crucially, throughout the paper, the no-
tion of performance guarantee refers to the expected value
that can be guaranteed.
What types of guarantees can a player expect to get?

There are various safety notions that correspond to different
guarantees a player can guarantee for herself when playing
as an individual. Clearly, the master can guarantee each
player the minimum possible payoff in the payoff matrix for
that player. But in general, can the master offer better guar-
antees? Two natural candidates that do not work are the
following:

1. For every i ∈ [n], guarantee player Pi the minimum
payoff for Pi in any Nash equilibrium. This does not
work because I is not forced to play an equilibrium
strategy. We wish our guarantees to hold even if I
plays arbitrarily.

2. For an (n+1) player gameG and a choice x of n−1 pure
strategies, let Gi

x be the marginal game that remains
between player Pi and P0 when the remaining players
play the strategies as in x, and the payoff for P0 is the
negative of the payoff for Pi. The suggested guarantee
is to guarantee every player Pi the minimum over x of
the value of the games Gi

x. To see that this cannot be
guaranteed, consider for example a three player game
in which P1 and P2 are playing matching pennies with
each other with payoffs ±1, and P0 only observes (is
irrelevant to the payoffs). Hence given what P2 plays
(this is x for P1), P1 can get a payoff of 1 (“against
P0”) and vice versa, but clearly there is no strategy for
M controlling P1 and P2 that ensures expected payoff
of at least 1 for both players simultaneously.

Additional natural safety notions for a player Pi are the
minimax and maximin values. The minimax value is the
expected value that Pi can guarantee if the other players
announce a (possibly correlated) strategy first and Pi re-
sponds, and the maximin value is the expected value that
Pi can guarantee if she announces a strategy first and the
other players respond. It is also interesting to consider the
product minimax and product maximin values, which are
the respective versions of minimax and maximin, where the
other players are restricted to play a product mixed strategy.
One may observe that the definitions of maximin value

and product maximin value are in fact identical. Once a
player announces her mixed strategy, the most harmful re-

sponse is a pure strategy on behalf of each of the remain-
ing players, and hence is captured by a product strategy.
The minimax value and maximin value are also identical,
by the minimax theorem for two player games (here the
player under consideration is one player and a coalition of
all remaining players serves as the other player). Hence the
maximin, minimax and product maximin notions are equiv-
alent to each other. However, the product minimax value
might be different; it is at least as high, and often higher.

In simultaneous play, a player may guarantee for herself
the minimax value (which equals the maximin value and the
product maximin value). However, a player cannot guaran-
tee the product minimax value, at least not without making
assumptions on the rationality of other players. We ask
whether a master who plays on behalf of n players can guar-
antee for each one of them her product minimax value.

Our existential result asserts that for every game G, there
exists a mixed strategy forM inG2 that guarantees for every
player Pi under his control her product minimax value. Such
a strategy for M is called a product-minimax-safe strategy.
Moreover, we show that given any vector v̄ = (v1, . . . , vn),
one can find in polynomial time whether there exists a mixed
strategy for M that guarantees for every player Pi a value
of vi, and if so, compute it in polynomial time. Conse-
quently, given a vector of the players’ product minimax val-
ues, a product-minimax-safe strategy can be computed in
polynomial time. One should, however, not misinterpret
the last result to suggest that the master can always com-
pute a product-minimax-safe strategy in polynomial time.
Indeed, it is shown in [5] that computing the product mini-
max value of a player is NP-hard, even for symmetric games.
This makes it difficult for M to deduce what are the product
minimax values that he needs to attain for his players. It
remains open whether a product minimax safe strategy can
be found without the safety vector being given.

Much of the intuition of what can and cannot be achieved
is given through the analysis of symmetric games. As a
special case of our existential result, it follows that in every
symmetric game, M can guarantee each one of his players an
expected payoff that equals at least that of I. Moreover, in
the symmetric case, the master can also compute in polyno-
mial time (via a linear program) a strategy that guarantees
each one of his players at least her product minimax value.
Interestingly, there exist symmetric games in which M can
guarantee each one of his players an expected payoff that
is strictly greater than the payoff of I. The last result is
particularly significant in competitive settings, where play-
ers care less about their absolute payoff, rather they wish to
perform well relative to others. For example, when a group
of potential employees compete over a limited set of posi-
tions, they are mostly concerned with their ranking within
the group.

In addition to the vector version (where the payoff of M
is a vector of his players’ payoffs), we consider the mini-
mum version, where the payoff for M is the minimum of
the payoffs to all his players. This version models situations
that exhibit the “weakest-link” characteristic — where the
weakest player determines the outcome for all involved par-
ties. A classical example, given by [9], is the level of flood
protection of an island, which is determined by the lowest
dike along the coastline. Other prominent examples include
airport security, the spread of infectious diseases, and more.
Unfortunately, the guarantees that can be offered in the vec-



tor version do not extend to the minimum version. Indeed,
there exist symmetric games in which for every mixed strat-
egy of M , there exists a player Pi whose expected payoff is
strictly lower than I’s payoff.
In the second part of the paper we extend the model to

repeated settings under various information structures. In
all settings, a two-player repeated game between M and
I is considered, where the payoff for M is a vector of his
players’ payoffs, and I is assumed to have full information
of the payoff matrix and the history of play. The various
settings differ by the information available to M , and the
nature of the desired safety vector depends on the specific
setting. We say that M approaches a safety vector v̄ =
(v1, . . . , vn) if regardless of the strategy of I, the expected
sum of payoffs over T rounds, for every player Pi controlled
by M , is Tvi − o(T ).
We first consider a full information setting. In a 2-player

game, where the payoff of player 1 is a vector, Blackwell’s
approachability theorem [4] implies that a vector is vector-
minimax achievable (in a one-shot game) if and only if it is
also approachable (in a repeated setting). This implication
can be viewed as a generalization of the minimax theorem
for vector payoffs. In our setting, the payoff of M is the
vector of its players’ payoffs; thus it is essentially a 2-players
game between M and I, with M having a vector payoff. In
the one-shot game, the payoff vectors that are safe for M
are precisely those that are vector-maximin achievable. For
example, by our existential result for the one-shot game, the
class of vectors that consist of respective product-minimax
values of the players are vector-maximin achievable in the
one-shot game. Vectors that are minimax achievable in the
one shot game are not necessarily safe for M in the one shot
game. Nevertheless, based on the implication of Blackwell’s
theorem stated above, these vectors are approachable in the
repeated settings. Thus, the set of safe vectors for M in the
repeated setting is larger than the set of safe vectors in the
one-shot game.
We also consider an oblivious version, in which payoffs are

never observed by M over the course of the game, extend-
ing the setting of [7] from two players to multiple players.
This version models situations where players are engaged in
games but the payoffs are determined only in later stages.
This is the situtaion, for example, in cases where the ac-
tual behavior of players is evaluated by other parties only in
retrospect or when the actual payoffs are determined based
on an event whose outcome is unknown in the time actions
are taken. A motivating example would be a reporter who
writes a daily column about political issues. In some coun-
tries reporters may be recruited after the elections to repre-
sent government officials. Needless to say that the content
of the daily columns by the different reporters may affect
this selection. However, only after the government is se-
lected the reporters will be able to determine their payoffs
for their expressed opinions.
If players have similar capabilities and preferences, then

these games are also symmetric. In the latter case an attrac-
tive objective for a player is to guarantee a payoff which is
close to the one of his competitor despite the a-prior lack of
information; indeed, for the case of two players this problem
has been addressed by [7]. More generally, however, we ask
whether a group of players can guarantee each one of them
a payoff close to the one of an independent player, even if
that player is all capable and able to predict the actual pay-

off function.
To model such situations, we consider a repeated game

between M and I, where the game is first played T times,
and after all T repetitions are completed I gets to choose
the payoff matrix. The notion of safety for M that we use
here is that as T tends to infinity, the regret is o(T ). We
show that for every symmetric game G, M is safe in the
oblivious repeated version. Moreover, a safe strategy for M
can be found in time polynomial in mn and T .

Related work.
Our work relates to the body of work on mediators in

AI (see e.g. [10, 12]), which extends on classical literature
on non-transferable utility coalition games, originated in [3],
which relies on the fundamental work introduced in [2] (lead-
ing to the concepts of β-core and c-acceptable strategies,
respectively). In particular, given a non-cooperative game,
a c-acceptable strategy can be viewed as a recommended
strategy profile to the group of all agents, augmented with
a punishing correlated strategy for each strict subset of the
agents. The idea is that the recommended strategy will be
accepted if there is no subset of the players that can all
gain with respect to this strategy payoffs, using a correlated
strategy without side-payments when playing against the
punishing correlated strategy of the remaining agents. A
subset of deviating agents can be viewed as a master player,
and the question is whether this master player can guaran-
tee a vector of payoffs that exceeds the corresponding vector
of payoffs of the recommended strategy profile. Some of our
results complement this literature, by showing that if the
recommended strategy payoffs are dominated by the prod-
uct minimax outcomes associated with a particular master-
player then it can not be accepted. We are not aware of a
similar result.

2. SOME SAFETY NOTIONS
Given a multiplayer game G with n players, let us review

some safety notions that a player may wish to achieve, and
in some cases may indeed achieve. We use the following
notation. Si denotes a mixed strategy for player Pi. S−i

denotes a mixed strategy for all players except for Pi, when
we do not assume that this is a product strategy. That is,
all remaining players may collaborate to agree on a joint
correlated mixed strategy. When the players each individu-
ally plays a mixed strategy, then S−i× denotes the resulting
product strategy (excluding player Pi). We use vi(Si, S

−i)
to denote the expected payoff of player Pi when it plays the
mixed strategy Si and other players play the mixed strategy
S−i.

We consider here four different versions of safety notions,
three of which are equivalent to each other.

• Minimax value (a best response notion). The other
players announce their most harmful mixed strategy
(min), and in response Pi chooses his best strat-
egy (max). minimaxi(G) = maxSi minS−i vi(Si, S

−i).
Without loss of generality, Si can be a pure strategy
here.

• Maximin value (a best bid notion). Pi an-
nounces a mixed strategy that is deemed best
(max), and in response the other players choose
their most harmful strategy (min). maximini(G) =



minS−i maxSi vi(Si, S
−i). Without loss of generality,

S−i can be a pure strategy here.

• Product minimax value. The other players announce
their most harmful product mixed strategy, and in re-
sponse Pi chooses his best strategy. minimax×i (G) =
maxSi minS−i× vi(Si, S

−i×). Without loss of general-
ity, Si can be a pure strategy here.

• Product maximin value. Pi announces a mixed strat-
egy that is deemed best, and in response the other
players choose their most harmful product strategy.
maximin×

i (G) = minS−i× maxSi vi(Si, S
−i×). With-

out loss of generality, S−i can be a pure strategy here.

As mentioned in the Introduction, the minimax, maximin
and product maximin values are identical, whereas the min-
imax value is at least as high and may be higher. The supe-
riority of the product minimax value is demonstrated in the
following example.
Example. Suppose that P1 has four pure strategies

whereas P2 and P3 each has two pure strategies, and hence
four combinations of pairs of pure strategies. If P1 plays
strategy 1 against combination 1 its payoff is 2. For j > 1,
if P1 plays strategy j against combination j its payoff is 1.
In all other cases the payoff of P1 is 0. The minimax value
for P1 in this game is 2/7. The unique S−1 that limits P1

to this value is the mixed strategy in which the other play-
ers play combination 1 with probability 1/7, and each other
combination with probability 2/7. But this S−1 cannot be
represented as a product strategy, and hence the product
minimax value is strictly larger than 2/7.
In simultaneous play, a player may guarantee for herself

the minimax value, but not the product minimax value. In
this context, it is interesting to note that in every (mixed)
Nash equilibrium for the multiplayer game G, every player
gets at least his product minimax value. A player not getting
this value (in expectation) necessarily can gain by deviating
from his current mixed strategy, contradicting the assump-
tions of a Nash equilibrium.
We note also that there are multiplayer games for which

in every Nash equilibrium, all players get expected payoff
strictly larger than their respective product minimax val-
ues. For example, consider an n-player game in which each
player has two strategies, and the payoffs to all players is
the number of players playing strategy 1. This game has a
unique Nash equilibrium, with value n to all players, but the
product minimax value is only 1.

2.1 Computational complexity of safety no-
tions

The minimax (and hence maximin and product maximin)
value for a player Pi in a multiplayer game can be computed
in polynomial time (time polynomial in the game matrix).
This is done by viewing the setting as a 0-sum two player
game, where Pi is one player, and a coalition of all players
is the other player.
When the number of players is three or more, computing

the product minimax value of a game is NP-hard. See [5],
where the vector of product minimax values is called the
threat point. This also holds when the 3-player game is sym-
metric.

3. SAFETY GUARANTEES IN ONE-SHOT
GAMES

We consider multi-player games, and the guarantees that
a master player that plays on behalf of a set of players can
offer the players. Let G be an arbitrary (n+1)-player game
with m strategies per player. Consider a situation in which a
master player M controls players P1, . . . Pn, and the remain-
ing player P0 is called the independent player I. Having only
one independent player can be assumed without loss of gen-
erality: as we assume nothing about the strategies played
by non-coalition players, we may as well view them as one
player. (See Section 3.3 for a brief discussion on this point.)
This induces a new two player game G2 between the master
player and the independent player. The payoffs for the inde-
pendent player in G2 are the same as in G. For the master
player, there is a vector of payoffs, one for each player Pi.
We use [n] to denote the set {1, . . . , n}. We use the notion
of guarantee to refer to guarantees on the expected payoff.

3.1 Algorithmic results
The v̄-safe problem is defined as follows.

v̄-safe problem. Given a multi-player game G and a vector
of values v̄ = {v1, . . . , vn}, is there a mixed strategy for M
that guarantees for every player Pi an expected payoff of at
least vi, and if so, present such a mixed strategy.

A key concept that we shall use here is the following.
Selection version. Given a multi-player game G we intro-
duce a selection version G′. In G′ players P1, . . . , Pn have
the same set of strategies as in G. The set of strategies for
I includes two coordinates, one being the set of strategies
for P0 and the other a choice of an index in [n]. Given the
strategies played by the players, player Pi (where i is the
value of the second coordinate chosen by I) gets the same
payoff as in G, the payoff for I is the negative of the payoff
for Pi, and all other players get payoff 0. The master version
G′

2 of G′ (where M controls P1, . . . , Pn) is a 0-sum game, if
the payoff for M is taken to be as the sum of payoffs of its
players. This implies that linear programming can be used
in order to find optimal strategies in G′

2 in time polynomial
in the size of the normal form representation of G′

2, namely,
polynomial in (n+ 1)mn+1.

The concept of a selection version is used to show that the
v̄-safe problem if polynomial.

Theorem 1. There is a polynomial time algorithm for
the v̄-safe problem.

Proof. Given a game G and a vector v̄, scale the payoff
for each player Pi (for i ∈ [n]) by subtracting vi, so that the
v̄-safe problem now asks for nonnegative expected payoff for
every player controlled by M in G2. We claim that this
is equivalent to finding a strategy for M with nonnegative
expected payoff in the corresponding selection game G′

2. If
such a strategy exists for G2, then it can be used in G′

2 and
I is helpless in choosing i ∈ [n]. If such a strategy exists in
G′

2, then the same strategy can be used in G2, and every
player controlled by M has expected nonnegative payoff, as
otherwise there would be a strategy for I in G′

2 giving I
expected positive payoff. Now polynomiality of G2 follows
from polynomiality of G′

2.

3.2 Existential results
The product minimax value of a player is always at least as

high as her minimax value (and hence also the maximin and



product maximin values), and is often higher (see Section 2).
While a player cannot guarantee this value for herself when
playing independently, we show that a master who plays on
behalf of a set of players can guarantee each one of them her
product minimax value.

Definition 2. We say that a mixed strategy for M is
product-minimax-safe for G2 if for each player Pi controlled
by M it guarantees an expected payoff of at least her product
minimax value. We say that G2 is product-minimax-safe for
M if M has a product-minimax-safe mixed strategy for G2.

Theorem 3. For every multi-player game G, the corre-
sponding game G2 is product-minimax-safe for M . More-
over, given the players’ product minimax values, a product-
minimax-safe strategy for M can be found in time polynomial
in mn.

Note that the algorithmic content of Theorem 3 is implied
by Theorem 1, and hence the main new content is in the ex-
istential statement. Before proving Theorem 3, we consider
the special case of symmetric games which gives much of the
intuition of what can and cannot be achieved.

3.3 Symmetric games
A multi-player game is symmetric if the payoff matrix of

each player is symmetric (namely, permuting the identities of
the remaining players keeps the payoff matrix unchanged),
and moreover, the payoff matrices of any two players are
identical to each other.
In this section G is a symmetric game, or more accurately,

the difference version Ĝ of a symmetric game G. The payoff
for Pi in Ĝ is computed as the payoff in G to Pi minus the
payoff in G to P0. Based on the symmetry of G and the 0-
sum nature of Ĝ, it follows that the product minimax value
of all the players is 0. Thus, product-minimax-safety in Ĝ
means obtaining a nonnegative expected payoff for every
player.
The following proposition is a special case of Theorem 3.

Proposition 4. For every symmetric game G, Ĝ2 is
product-minimax-safe for M .

Proof. For every entry in the payoff matrix G, add a
constant to all payoffs to make the game 0-sum. It remains
symmetric. Every symmetric game has a symmetric equi-
librium [11]. Let M play this symmetric equilibrium. Then
for I to play it as well is a mixed Nash, and the expected
payoff for each player is 0, by symmetry. If I deviates from
the mixed Nash, his expected payoff cannot increase, and
hence the expected sum of payoffs of other player cannot
decrease. By symmetry, no player controlled by M can then
have negative expected payoff. This implies that the same
strategy for M in Ĝ2 is product-minimax-safe.

Let us end this section with a few comments on what hap-
pens when G is symmetric, but I represents several players
rather than just one. For concreteness, suppose that I repre-
sents two players (but the same principles can be generalized
to a larger number of players).
If n, the number of players controlled by M , is divisible

by 2, then the results extend in the following sense. M can
partition his players into pairs, resulting in a new symmetric
game with half the players (where each pair of players in G

is a single player in the new game). Hence all results trans-
fer, but with guarantees to pairs of players rather than to
individual players. This can further be changed to a guar-
antee for an individual player by randomly permuting the
order of players in a pair, and hence guaranteeing for each
player the average of the guarantee for the pair. (In sym-
metric games, coalitions with nontransferable utilities can
implement a transfer of utility to achieve fairness within
coalition, by randomizing over the members).

If n is not divisible by 2, the guarantees become weaker.
(Theorem 3 is still true as stated, but does not form an incen-
tive for players to join the coalition formed by M .) Consider
for example a 5-player symmetric game in which each player
announces a number in [m] (where m is large), and a player
gets payoff of 1 if exactly one other player announced the
same number as he did, and a payoff of 0 otherwise. In this
game, a coalition M of three players cannot guarantee to its
members an average expected payoff equal to the average of
the remaining two players (that if controlled by I can co-
ordinate to both report the same number in [m], chosen at
random).

3.4 Proof of safety for arbitrary games
Here we prove the existential part of Theorem 3. (The

algorithmic part then follows from Theorem 1.)

Proof. Let vi be the product minimax value of player
Pi. As in the proof of Theorem 1, scale the payoff for each
player Pi (for i ∈ [n]) by subtracting vi, and let G̃ denote the
obtained game. Showing that G2 is product-minimax-safe
for M is equivalent to showing that M has a strategy for G̃2

that guarantees for each player Pi a nonnegative expected
value.

Consider an arbitrary mixed Nash for G̃′ (the selection

version of G̃). We claim that in this mixed Nash the ex-
pected payoff for every player Pi (for i ∈ [n]) is nonnegative.
Equivalently, in this mixed Nash the expected payoff of ev-
ery player Pi in G′ is at least vi. Assume otherwise, that
there exists a player Pi (i ∈ [n]), whose expected payoff in
G′ is lower than vi. Let x denote the mixed strategies for
Pj (j ∈ [n], j ̸= i) as in the mixed Nash. Then Pi is almost
playing the marginal game that remains between herself and
P0 when the remaining players play according to x, which
has value at least vi. The only difference is that Pi gets
payoff only if P0 chooses i. However, the choice of i is inde-
pendent of the choice of x, and the strategy of P0 on its first
coordinate conditioned on having i on the second coordinate
is a strategy for P0 in the original game G. Hence the lower
bound guarantee on expected payoff in G is transferred also
to G′ (otherwise Pi would not be in a Nash equilibrium in
G′ – he will have an incentive to change his mixed strategy).

We next claim that this implies that regardless of the
strategy played by P0, the expected sum of payoffs for Pi

(i ∈ [n]) when playing according to this mixed Nash is
nonnegative. Assume otherwise, that P0 has a strategy for
which the expected sum of payoffs for Pi (when playing ac-
cording to the mixed Nash equilibrium) is negative. Then,
the payoff for P0 would be positive, which means that P0

can improve its expected payoff from the mixed Nash equi-
librium, in contradiction. This means that in the 0-sum
game G̃′

2 (which is similar to G̃′, except that M controls
players Pi for i ∈ [n] and gets as payoff their sum of payoffs

from G̃′), the strategy given above ensures M a nonnegative
expected payoff.



Finally, we claim that using the same strategy in G̃2 en-
sures a nonnegative payoff for every player Pi controlled by
M . If this was not the case, say for a particular Pi, then
I would have a strategy in G̃′

2 picking this particular i and
achieving a positive payoff, implying a negative payoff for
M in G̃′

2, reaching a contradiction.

3.5 A note on complexity
In [5] it is shown that computing the threat value (which

is precisely the product minimax value) is NP-hard, even for
symmetric games. This makes it difficult for M to deduce
what are the product minimax values that it needs to attain
for the players that it represents. Nevertheless, if these val-
ues are given to M as input, it can attain it via a polynomial
time strategy, by Theorem 1.
Let us point out that for symmetric games, neither Propo-

sition 4 nor its proof ensures for M that its vector of ex-
pected payoffs attains or exceeds the product minimax safety
vector. Consider a 3-player symmetric game with two strate-
gies, “cooperate” and “defect”. If all players cooperate then
all payoffs are 3. If one player defects his payoff is 0 and
other payoffs are 1. If two or more players defect all pay-
offs are 2. The product minimax value for each player is
strictly above 1. (Here is a simple way of achieving such a
value. If one other player plays the pure strategy defect and
the other plays the pure strategy cooperate, then the given
player plays defect. In any other case, the given player co-
operates.) However, the proof of Proposition 4 may (though
also may not, as it has nondeterministic components) pro-
duce for M the strategy of always cooperating, which might
(if I defects) lead to a payoff of only 1 to each of its players.
Nevertheless, despite the fact that it is NP-hard to com-

pute the product minimax value of the players even in sym-
metric games, for the case of symmetric games, we have the
following algorithmic results.

Proposition 5. There is a polytime strategy for M in
symmetric games that ensures at least the product minimax
value to each of its players.

Proof. By symmetry, the product minimax value for
each player is the same. We denote this value by v. Con-
sider now the 0-sum two player game between M and I is
which M attempts to maximize the expected sum of payoffs
for its players, and I tries to minimize it. The value of this
game for M is at least nv (since we have shown that exis-
tentially M can guarantee each of its players an expected
payoff of v), and perhaps larger. Let V ≥ nv denote this
value. A mixed strategy for M that achieves value V can
be computed in polynomial time (as this is a 0-sum game).
Thereafter, this strategy can be further randomized by per-
muting the players controlled by M at random, ensuring (by
symmetry) each one of the players expected payoff at least
V/n ≥ v.

3.6 Additional safety notions in symmetric
games

Recall that Ĝ denotes the difference version of a sym-
metric game G (where the payoff for Pi is computed as
the payoff in G to Pi minus the payoff in G to P0). The

product minimax value of all the players in Ĝ is 0; thus,

product-minimax-safety in Ĝ means obtaining a nonnega-
tive expected payoff for every player. We can extend the
notion of product-minimax-safe, and say that M product-
minimax-wins a game if it can guarantee every player an
expected value that is strictly greater than her product min-
imax value. Thus, M product-minimax-wins Ĝ2 if M has a
mixed strategy that guarantees positive expected payoff for
each one of its players.

Up to this point we considered the vector version of a
master game, where the payoff of M is a vector of its play-
ers’ payoffs. It will be instructive for us to consider also the
minimum version of Ĝ2 in which the payoff for M is the min-
imum of the payoffs to all its players. (Note that expectation
of minimum is never higher than minimum of expectation,
and hence the minimum version is more difficult for M than
the vector version.)

Proposition 6. There are symmetric games G for which
M product-minimax-wins the corresponding game Ĝ2 even
in the minimum version, and there are symmetric games G
for which M product-minimax-wins the corresponding game
Ĝ2 in the vector version, but not in the minimum version.

Proof. Consider G+ with three players and two strate-
gies (0 or 1) per player, where the payoff to a player is the
number of other players playing his strategy. Then in the
respective Ĝ+

2 , M can play (0, 0) with probability 1/2 and
(1, 1) with probability 1/2, achieving payoff 1/2 to each of
its players. Here M achieves expected payoff of 1/2 even in
the minimum version, thus product-minimax-wins even in
the minimum version.

Alternatively, consider G− where the payoff to a player is
the number of other players not playing his strategy. Then
in the respective Ĝ−

2 , M can play (0, 1) with probability 1/2
and (1, 0) with probability 1/2. Here M product-minimax-
wins in the vector version and the selection version, but not
in the minimum version (where he can guarantee only 0).

Some comments on Proposition 6 are in order. It shows
that for some games (e.g., G+) it is good for M to play
identically for all its players, and for others (e.g., G−) it is a
mistake to do so. Also, observe that for G+ and G−, playing
independently randomly and uniformly is product-minimax-
safe for M (but not winning) in the vector version, but not
product-minimax-safe in the minimum version.

The following proposition shows that the offers that can be
guaranteed in the vector version (asserted in Proposition 4)
do not extend to the minimum version.

Proposition 7. There are games for which M is not
product-minimax-safe in the minimum version of the cor-
responding Ĝ2.

Proof. Let G be the following three player game (for
large enough m). If two (or three) players play the same
strategy they get payoff 0. For players that do not collide
their payoff is computed as follows. Add the numbers (in
[m]) reported by the players and consider the sum modulo 3.
This determines which of the three player wins a payoff (the
lowest report if the result is 0, second lowest if 1, highest
if 2). Other players get no payoff. One of M ’s player cannot
get payoff. Hence the minimum payoff for M is always 0. If
I plays randomly (and m is large enough), it has probability
roughly 1/3 to get a positive payoff.



4. SAFETY GUARANTEES IN REPEATED
GAMES

We consider here repeated games. We say that M ap-
proaches a safety vector v̄ for its n players if regardless of
the strategy of the independent player I, for every player i
controlled by M , the expected sum of payoffs for player i
over T rounds is T v̄i−o(T ). The nature of the safety vector
v̄ will be dependent on the context. We describe several set-
tings of repeated games, and they differ by the information
available to M .

4.1 Full information
Blackwell’s approachability theorem [4] deals with ap-

proachability issues in general. One of its consequences is
the following generalization of the minimax theorem to vec-
tor payoffs.
Consider a two player game between players Q1 and Q2

where the payoff for Q1 is a vector. A vector v̄ is vector-
minimax achievable if for every mixed strategy of Q2, player
Q1 has a mixed strategy with expected payoff at least v̄.
Vector v̄ is vector-maximin achievable if Q1 has a mixed
strategy such that no matter what Q2 plays, the expected
payoff for Q1 is at least v̄. For vector payoffs the well known
minimax theorem does not apply. That is, a vector that
is vector-minimax achievable need not be vector-maximin
achievable. However, Blackwell’s approachability theorem
implies that if a vector v̄ is vector-minimax achievable, then
it is also approachable (in a repeated game, where one con-
siders the average payoff vector over all rounds). Moreover,
this is an if and only if relation.
The above general result about games with vector pay-

offs is applicable in our setting, with M serving as Q1, and
I serving as Q2. The master player M controls n play-
ers, and hence his payoff can be viewed as an n-dimensional
vector (one coordinate for each player that M represents).
In the one-shot game, the payoff vectors that are safe for
M are precisely those that are vector-maximin achievable
for Q1. Under this interpretation, Theorem 3 identifies a
particular class of vectors that are vector-maximin achiev-
able, namely, those vectors that in each coordinate i have
the product-minimax value for player Pi. Proposition 6 pro-
vides examples showing vectors that are strictly higher than
the vector of product-minimax values, but nevertheless are
vector-maximin achievable.
Blackwell’s theorem implies that there are vectors that

are not safe for M in the one shot game but are neverthe-
less approachable in the repeated games settings. Here is an
explicit example that illustrates this. Consider a 3-player
game with players P0, P1 and P2. Only actions of P0 and
P1 determine the payoffs of the game, and only P1 and P2

can receive any payoff. Each of the two players P0 and P1

has two possible actions, where one action gives P1 a payoff
of 1 and the other action gives P2 a payoff of 1. The master
player M controls P1 and P2, and the independent player I
is P0. The vector v̄ = (1, 1) is not safe for M in the one shot
game: whatever mixed strategy M has, there is one player
(P1 or P2) for which P1 gives expected payoff less than 1,
and then I can give this player an additional payoff of 0, pre-
venting it from achieving an expected payoff of 1. However,
v̄ = (1, 1) is approachable byM in the repeated setting. One
could prove this fact using Blackwell’s theorem, but for this
simple game, one can see this directly: M plays arbitrarily
in round 1, and in every round after that M plays (for P1)

the opposite of what I played in the previous round. Hence
at every round t, either both P1 and P2 have accumulated
a payoff of exactly t, or one of them accumulated a payoff
of t− 1 and the other t+ 1. As t grows, the average payoff
vector converges to (1, 1).

4.2 Only realized payoffs are observable
Here we consider a version in which the payoff matrices are

not known to M . Moreover, they cannot be inferred from
repeated play because the actions of I are not observable.
All that M observes is the actual realized payoff vector after
each round of play.

For symmetric games, a natural goal for M is to maximize
the sum (over all n players) of payoffs, because randomizing
over players spreads this sum evenly among them. This task
of M in a repeated game can be cast as a so called bandit
problem, for which solutions are known [6].

For nonsymmetric games the situation becomes more com-
plicated, but M can still attain sublinear regret (for an ap-
propriate choice of safety vector) using a combination of
bandit algorithms and Blackwell’s approachability theorem.
This turns out to be a special case of a more general result
(concerning expert and bandit algorithms in vector settings)
that will be presented in a companion paper (in prepara-
tion), and hence will not be discussed further in the current
paper.

4.3 Only actions are observable
Here we consider an oblivious version in which M does

not know the payoffs, and never observes them, extending
a setting of [7] from two players to multiple players. The
game G is initially defined only in terms of sets of strategies
available to the players. In the one round version the play-
ers M and I announce their strategies, and only after the
game is played I announces a payoff matrix of its choice. In
the repeated version the game is first played T times, and
after all T repetitions are completed I gets to choose the
payoff matrix. To give M hope of providing meaningful per-
formance guarantees, we limit the choice of payoff matrix to
be symmetric and the entries to be bounded independently
of T (say by 1).

We shall use here the notion of differential safety; that is,
as T tends to infinity, the difference between the expected
average payoff of every player i over T rounds and that of I
is o(T ).

Theorem 8. For every symmetric game G, M is differ-
ential safe in the oblivious repeated version. Moreover, a
safe strategy for M can be found in time polynomial in mn

and T .

Proof. We combine the proof technique of [7] (that was
previously used for n = 1) together with our Theorem 3.

We provide a strategy for the master player that guaran-
tees for each player Pi under his control an expected average
difference (over T periods) of

E

[∣∣∣∣∣ 1T
T∑

t=1

vti

∣∣∣∣∣
]
≤

√
m

T
mn/2,

where vti is the difference between the payoff of player Pi

and player I in period t. Note that since the expectation is
taken over the absolute value, this bounds actually serves as
a lower bound on the payoff of player i.



In round t consider nm(n−1) auxiliary matrices Ai
x[t],

where index i ∈ [n] specifies a player controlled by M , and
index x specifies a choice of strategies for the other players
controlled by M . Entry Ai

x(j, k)[t] shows the difference in
number of times Pi played k and I played j versus a play of
(j, k) on periods 1, . . . , t− 1, conditioned on x. Each matrix
Ai

x[t] is antisymmetric. A mixed strategy for M also implic-
ity defines a distribution over x, and hence a distribution
over auxiliary matrices. Define the “pretend” payoff matrix
of Pi as the weighted average of the antisymmetric matrices
Ai

x[t], induced by the distribution over x. As a weighted
average of antisymmetric matrices, the pretend payoff ma-
trix is still antisymmetric. Being antisymmetric and 0-sum,
Pi has a strategy for this payoff matrix with nonnegative
expected payoff.
Using Theorem 3, M has a strategy that simultaneously

gives expected nonnegative payoff to each of his players Pi

in their respective pretend payoff matrices. Moreover, this
strategy can be computed efficiently (as implied by Theo-
rem 1). We claim that by playing such a strategy in every
round (relative to the pretend payoff matrices of the respec-
tive round), M achieves the asserted bound for every player
Pi.
Let ϕi =

∑T
t=1 v

t
i . Then, |ϕi| ≤ 1

2

∑
x,j,k

∣∣Ai
x(j, k)[T + 1]

∣∣.
It holds that

(E[|ϕi|])2 ≤ E[ϕ2
i ]

≤ E

∑
x,j,k

1

2

∣∣∣Ai
x(j, k)[T + 1]

∣∣∣
2

≤ E

m2mn−1

4

∑
x,j,k

(
Ai

x(j, k)[T + 1]
)2

 ,

where the last inequality follows by Cauchy-Schwartz.
Now let βi

t =
∑

x,j,k(A
i
x(j, k)[t])

2. We claim that

E
[
βi
t

]
≤ 2t for every t. To see this, let φi

t denote the
expected “pretend” payoff of player Pi in period t, under
the specified strategy of M . Simple algebra reveals that
E
[
βi
t+1 − βi

t

]
≤ 2 − 2φi

t. But since φi
t ≥ 0, it follows

that E
[
βi
t+1 − βi

t

]
≤ 2. Combining the last inequality with

βi
0 = 0 implies that E

[
βi
t

]
≤ 2t, as promised. It follows

that E [|ϕi|] ≤
√
mTmn/2. Hence, the average number of

deviations that I is expected to build against a single player
over T periods is bounded by

√
m
T
mn/2.

5. CONCLUSION
One of the major challenges in the “agent perspective” to

multi-agent systems is to deal with guarantees an agent can
obtain, without assuming rationality of the other agents.
This work pushes the envelope of that fundamental attempt
by showing several results on the effective use of a master
agent (aka mediator). Our two major results are:

• Every game admits a product-minimax-safe strategy
for M — a strategy that guarantees for every player in
M ′s coalition an expected value of at least her prod-
uct minimax value (which is at least as high as her
minimax value and is often higher). A player cannot
guarantee for herself this value, when playing indepen-
dently.

• In repeated symmetric games a master player who

never observes a single payoff can guarantee (in an
asymptotic sense) for each of its players a similar per-
formance to that of the independent player, even if the
latter gets to choose the payoff matrix after the fact.

These results are augmented with corresponding algorithmic
results. The results expand on early foundational work in
game theory, and work on mediators in AI.
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